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It’s a very special experience going to Jones and Co. Treated as an individual who 
matters to them, never rushed, nothing is too much trouble... not many achieve 
that kind of service and they do it every time. Add in the wonderful frames they 
have that are so different and stylish and I’m going nowhere else. Go and see 
them if you want your glasses to be part of your style and not just something that 
helps you see. 

Liz Morrison
1 review 

 2 months ago

L

Jones And Co. Styling Opticians
82 King Street, Manchester

Brilliant service, the warmest response beginning from the initial phone call from 
Nick, to actually having my consultation with Deepal. I couldn’t have asked for a 
better experience. Pricing options make everything extremely flexible. 

Sean O’Brien
1 review 

 4 months ago

S

Step inside and Explore a Unique Experience like no other !
I travelled up from Ashbourne, looking far and wide for an optician that could offer 
more than the “routine” of purchasing new glasses. The building you enter to 
access the opticians is unique and I experienced a friendly welcome. This is the 
beginning of a relationship rather than a purchase. I purchase glasses infrequently, 
taking my time to locate frames that work with my personality and stage of life. 
Travelling to Jones and Co is absolutely worth the travel, and the time to be fitted 
with the glasses that are unique, also provide you with the time to really make the 
decision that is right for you. Be prepared to come and experience the reception, 
the experience, and the opportunity to find a unique set of frames that reflect the 
person you are and want to be. I will update my review when I collect my specs! in 
3 weeks, but I want to thank Gareth for brining out my inner “playful” side through 
my choice of specs!. And to the lady (sorry didn’t get your name) who kindly helped 
with my decision making. I looking forward to writing up my review for part 2. 
Thank you Amanda

pandora
1 review 

 4 months ago

“Here’s what people say after choosing Jones And Co.”

“Over 200 Five Star reviews and counting!”



Outstanding customer focused service. Everyone I have dealt with has filled 
me with confidence. They listen to even the vaguest ideas and come up with 
perfect suggestions for what frames might work (and what won’t). I hate being 
overwhelmed with choice - this doesn’t happen at Jones and Co and is exactly 
what makes it such a special place. I now have two pairs of completely contrasting 
Theo frames - both look fab! I can’t recommend Jones and Co highly enough.

Allison Hardy
Local Guide · 29 reviews 

 a month ago

A

A great experience, friendly staff and no regrets about my investment. I have a 
new look and am very happy.

Jane Farnworth
1 review 

 a month ago

J

Went to Jones and Co after year of using this High Street Opticians and the 
experience could not be more different. From the eye test which was more 
thorough to staff actually taking the time to advise on frame styles and lenses 
which would be most suitable. I love my new glasses and the quality of the 
varifocals is a lot better. Thanks to everyone at Jones and Co

Tina Webber
2 reviews

 a month ago

Wish i hadn’t waited so long to take my eyes seriously and to go to Jones & Co for 
my eye test and specs...Recommended to me by a number of friends - they are 
exceptional.  they welcome you in , make you feel relaxed, feed you lovely coffee, 
and just make you feel very special - and that is what you end up with - a very 
special pair of glasses, mostly handmade unique styles, fantastic shapes, colours, 
materials - worth paying that bit extra for the fit, feel & look.

janet bezzant
2 reviews 

 a year ago

Great customer service and advice

Dave Felcey
2 reviews 

 a month ago

D

superb service.. solved my eye dilemma with a comprehensive test.. i hoped for a 
pair of frames that will last a lifetime and i found them here.. thank you..

Mary-Anne Hobbs
6 reviews

 2 months ago



Three things you do only at Jones & Co
1 Get a new pair of glasses even when you don’t need one
2  Drop in for a quick chat because they’re nice people
3. Actually recommend your optician to somebody else

(4 Write them a review)

Wynn Davies
1 review 

 a month ago

W

Just collected my new spectacles from Jones & Co. today. Excellent service from 
everyone I met: a special mention for Nick - warm and friendly with an uncanny 
ability to find just the right frames for the person in front of him. Throw in a range 
of gorgeous eyewear and good coffee - what more could anyone want? Seriously, 
if you’re ready to invest in eyewear that stands out from the crowd, you must visit 
Jones & Co. Highly recommended by a delighted client. .

Elaine Moorhouse
3 reviews 

 a month ago

E

Can’t recommend this opticians enough, both in terms of the quality of the service 
I received and the amazing glasses I have just bought. The staff were  really 
attentive and spent a significant amount of time listening to what I wanted and 
then showing me a wide range of choices. Nothing run of the mill, all bespoke and 
unique. Gareth was really lovely and reassuring. I always find it a bit of a gamble 
when choosing the right shape, as I’m very short sighted  and always struggle to 
get an accurate impression of what I will look like. He filmed each frame I tried, 
which really helped me come to a decision. Having just had a bad experience 
of dealing with a major chain who failed to provide the right prescription and  
compatible lenses twice. Can only sing Jones and Co’s praises. One additional 
benefit of going there is being able to pay in installments, which makes their 
glasses accessible to all. Love them !!

Caroline Sniders
1 review

 a year ago

I can’t recommend Jones and Co highly enough. The experience is poles apart 
from normal high street opticians. I’ve been wearing glasses since childhood and 
so have seen my fair share of opticians. The eye test is thorough and high tech (so 
no air being pumped into your eye) and the way in which you look at and choose 
your glasses is just transformative. The staff are professional and approachable- 
the experience was phenomenal

Sarah Hart
4 reviews 

 a month ago

Immaculee Umuziranenge
 a month agoI



Jones and Co are excellent opticians.  I have just received my second pair of 
glasses from them and the experience was just as brilliant as the first time I visited.  
As someone who works in customer service for a major retailer, I have to say that 
the customer service I received at Jones and Co was exemplary.  From arriving 
at Reception to the extensive eye test to the personal fitting service, nothing is 
too much trouble.  I was treated as a very special person with unique needs and 
the range of glasses I was shown were absolutely beautiful.  I have worn glasses 
for around ten years and the glasses from Jones and Co are the very best I have 
worn.  I get compliments every day about my glasses as they fit me so beautifully 
because they were styled for me.  That is Jones and Co.  I can’t recommend them 
highly enough.

Julie Leach
Local Guide · 43 reviews

 a month ago

J

Went to Jones because I wasn’t happy with the usual high street styles. I wasn’t 
disappointed, they helped me choose some great frames. Wonderful individual 
service, highly recommend if you are looking for something a bit different. 
Customer service second to none!

Pamela Nugent
3 review 

 2 months ago

P

I have been a customer of Jones and Co for almost four years now. Always 
reliable, always caring and great people to do do business with. Highly 
recommended.

Christopher Grasby
1 review 

 a month ago

Excellent service during my recent eye test and selection of news frames & lenses. 
Choosing the right eyewear is a very personal decision and Conor, Jess and all 
the staff offered expert guidance on both styling and technical aspects throughout 
the process, which I found reassuring. They made me feel a valued customer. I am 
delighted with my choice of eyewear and highly recommend Jones And Co.

Peter Brown
1 review

 a year ago

Jones and Co. have an amazing collection of frames and the expertise to guide 
you as you make this important choice. You get personal service, lots of time, 
technical advice - and a full length mirror to check the frames are right for you! 
I always enjoy the experience. All the staff I’ve been served by have been 
knowledgeable and friendly.

Lizabeth Hannaford
1 review 

 10 months ago



Jones and Co have always made the experience of choosing glasses as pleasant 
as possible, spending as much time as needed to make the best choice. Jess was 
very helpful with my latest purchase...

William Keeling
2 review 

 3 months ago

W

Excellent service, care and thoughtfulness from Jess at Jones and Co during my 
recent purchase of new glasses. A very good experience from beginning to end.  I 
can recommend Jones and Co highly

Gwyneth McCormack
1 review 

 3 months ago

G

Over the years I have tried almost every High St optician chain never feeling they 
have ever managed to get either the frame or the lenses  quite right. I have a fairly 
complex prescription & I am D/deaf so  a rushed assembly-line service in a noisy 
shop does not work for me. By chance an advert for Jones AND Co. on Facebook 
caught my eye so I spontaneously made an appointment to investigate. The store 
is easy to find and it is a delightfully quiet and pleasant environment. Gareth the 
optician looked after me ensuring he understood what my needs were and in turn 
ensured I fully understood what my  options are and that I  was 100% happy with 
my choice never rushing me.   I was quite overwhelmed when I came to collect as 
my specs were everything I hoped and more ! I thoroughly recommend Jones AND 
Co if individual care and style is important to you. I really valued Gareth’s care and 
attention he is a thoroughly lovely kind man, I’ll be back !

Owen Power
1 review · 1 Photo

 a year ago

Amazing staff and beautiful experience. Unique and top class quality. If you are 
looking for something that is a bit more than just glasses, This is the perfect place. 
High level of customer service and professionalism. They look after You from the 
moment you step in and offer amazing top class products. You’ll feel welcome and 
comfy  while having (I have to say it!) a beautiful coffee and a nice chat with the 
staff.

Angela Dizha
Local guide · 1 review

 3 months ago

A fantastic service - very friendly and helpful staff, who try their best to find the 
frame that really work for you. Seems a little intimidating from the outside, but as 
welcoming as you could ask for. Thanks for all of the help, Gareth and team!

Daniel Blenkley
3 reviews 

 7 months ago



edoardo Secreto
 3 months agoe

I’ve been a customer at Jones and Co. Styling since Angela Campbell...the best 
service, selection of eye wear & setting in Manchester. Absolute quality. Thank you

bull terrier
1 review 

 4 months ago

b

Amazing service, products and experience

Paul Francis
Local Guide · 10 reviews · 176 photos

 a month ago

P

After my wife bought her new Lindberg frames in June I was impressed with the 
courtesy, friendly reception and professional approach she received so when it 
was time for my eye test I had no hesitation in returning to Jones and Co. 
After the test was completed Nick showed me a number of frame options ( I too am 
a Lindberg fan) and we soon arrived at a frame/lens shape combination which we 
thought would fit the bill just fine. 
We returned today to collect my new glasses and they are just what I hoped they’d 
be. Again Nick was as helpful as ever and I’ll certainly return here when my next 
appointment is due.

John Southworth
2 review s

 3 months ago

J

I have lived with massive eye problems and had procedures carried out in this 
country and abroad. I thought I was receiving the best treatment, but nobody 
could eradicate my problems entirely. Then, I met team Jones  and had my eyes 
measured by Conor who came up with a totally different formula. Conor and 
Kathryn were responsible for transforming my life. Jones and Co. are the best 
optician’s I have ever been to. Love you to bits :)

Elianna Keeling
3 reviews

 6 months ago

E

Wonderful staff, wonderful place, wonderful products, wonderful experience.   A 
rare gem amongst businesses these days that have it all.  It was one of the best 
retail shopping experiences we’ve ever had.  It’s places like Jones And Co that will 
always have a place on the high street, no internet business could compete.  Truly 
awesome and highly recommended.

Matthew Tutt
1 review

 7 months ago

M



I have been a fan and a customer here for as long as I can remember, but they 
never cease to amaze me with their styling skills and faultless service . Thank you 
for helping me find my newest pair of fabulous glasses . I am over the moon with 
them

Tracey Gibbs
2 reviews · 1 photo

 7 months ago

T

If you’re looking for unique stylish frames with absolutely fantastic service then 
Jones and Co is the place to be.   Being smaller in stature than most with petite 
features,  I’ve always struggled to find frames that don’t drown my face.  Never 
again, in fact, I left with 2 pairs. Their honesty in helping me find the right frame for 
me was perfect, no telling you what they thought you wanted to hear or directing 
you to the children’s section (which I’ve often encountered).  I couldn’t recommend 
more highly!

Kemmel Healey
1 review 

 3 months ago

K

Suddenly buying a pair of glasses has become a wonderful experience! Service at 
Jones & Co is excellent and I can’t recommend them enough - they know exactly 
what is going to look good on you without trawling through lots of pairs of glasses.   
It was strange to be excited about picking up a pair of glasses - so many people 
have passed comment on them and said how good they look.  I will definitely be 
back!

Christine Smith
1 review

 9 months ago

I can highly recommend Jones and Co. A really thorough eye test from Alex and 
great to meet Nick - he understood exactly what I needed (and wanted) on the 
frames. He was good fun as well as being very helpful. The customer care given at 
Jones’s is second to none!

Gerri Smith
2 reviews 

 7 months ago

10/10 service from Jones & Co. The eye test was in depth, and I feel like I’ve got 
the best prescription I’ve ever had.
On top of that, Nick- my styling optician- was fantastic. He spent plenty of time 
trying to find me the perfect glasses within my budget. 
The whole buying experience at Jones&Co makes you feel really valued as a 
customer.

Callum Hall
Local guide · 104 reviews  · 113 photos

 3 months ago

C



Jones & Co are the best! Amazing service and a stunning selection of frames - 
what more could you ask for?!

Riina Rostron
1 review 

 3 months ago

Coco Bos
 6 months ago

I’m a huge fan of Jones and Co. They care about great products, great design and 
great designers, which clearly comes through in their ethos. More importantly, they 
care about customers and finding something that’s right for you. It might not be 
what you first imagined but that’s why I keep going back

Ben Williams
2 review s

 3 months ago

B

I’ve had awful experiences with glasses in the past - terrible quality, bad 
service and so on. I loved my experience with these guys - eagerly awaiting my 
appointment next week to pick up my new glasses, but the service here is unlike 
any high street opticians. It’s a completely personal experience, not the standard 
sales technique you’ll be used to.

My stylist Gareth pushed me to try different frames to suit my face shape that I 
would never have normally picked up - friendly, knowledgeable and professional, 
you can’t fault the staff here and I absolutely loved the pair I went with. If you’re 
looking for a high quality frame that’s totally unique, you should definitely try this 
place. They are a little more on the expensive side it has to be said, but what you 
get is worth the price tag - I’ll certainly be back!

Caroline Canty
1 review

 a year ago

C

Great service from start to finish..excellent designer non high street choice.

Paul Lehane
1 review

 a year ago

P

if you are looking for something different this is the place. I have bought my last 
4 pair of glasses from here and was really pleased. The service and attention to 
detail is excellent. Granted the prices higher but you get what you pay for. Really 
worth it.

Sahail Khalid
1 review

 a year ago

S



Wonderful with eye examination and selection/provision of new glasses, plus very 
responsive to emails and walk-ins. Opticians often struggle with my prescription 
but everyone at Jones knew exactly what they were doing and made me feel at 
home, and  in good hands. Would definitely recommend to absolutely everyone!

Deborah Baker Barnett
1 review

 9 months ago

D

If you’re looking for a unique pair of glasses to match your life style, then definitely 
pop in to Jones & Co.! amazing service and choices. Cheers and Big thanks to 
Jess and Gareth!

Darren Smith
1 review

 7 months ago

J

I’m very, very impressed with the service from Jones & Co opticians. Honest, no 
pressure to buy, good advice on what worked and what didn’t. And then when I 
picked up my new glasses 👓 some very nice chocolates. A big, massive thank you.

Jason Kerry Fraser
1 review

 9 months ago

D

I don’t know why it took me so long to stumble across Jones And Co - blame the 
dodgy frames sitting haphazardly somewhere near my myopic peepers. Jones 
And Co are outstanding. The staff are lovely - professional, friendly, welcoming 
and (gently) enthusiastic. Their skills at choosing a selection of frames for you to 
try on will ensure that you leave wearing some seriously stylish spectacles. Their 
aftercare is excellent and they are happy to tweak until your frames are entirely 
comfortable. My only concern is how many pairs are enough........

Liz L
1 review

 10 months ago

L

I called Jones and Co today at 2pm and asked if they could schedule me in 
for a consultation before 5pm. They were more than willing to accommodate 
me and I must say, the service was extraordinary from Dan and Gareth. They 
provided a great balance of professionalism and friendliness and I couldn’t fault 
the approach and level of personalisation during the consultation. I went in 
with a budget of between £500-£750 and this was carefully considered during 
the product selection process. I ended up selecting a pair I would never have 
chosen for myself without expert advice and paid £545 for frames and lenses. I 
paid for a superior service and a superior product. I got both and will never go 
anywhere else.

Joshua Cliff
2 reviews

 a year ago

J



Love this place - the people, the service and most importantly their products! 
If you’re a customer you’ll totally understand how easy it is to get hooked on 
exquisite frames and quality lenses and staff that advise so perfectly, sometimes 
taking you in directions that you wouldn’t normally go - but are so right! I can 
honestly say I’ve never had so many compliments on my frames thanks to Jones 
and Co.

Sharon Edwards
1 review 

 2 years ago

Jones and Co. is wonderful. After struggling for a long time to find some glasses 
we stumbled upon Jones and Co (Thanks Google Search). 

We arrived to a cup of tea and coffee and made the whole experience of choosing 
glasses so much easier. The staff are warm and friendly. The atmosphere is 
blessfully calm. You do pay for this level of service, but it is money well spent. 

They also send out a very thoughtful newsletter, which seems a little strange for an 
optician, but it is well worth a read.

Chris Parker Brads
Local Guide · 241 reviews · 660 photos

 4 years ago

C

Many years ago I visited EVERY optician in Manchester, searching for the Holy 
Grail...a pair of glasses that would be impossibly light and comfortable, and 
virtually indestructible.... and that would enable me to see clearly, everything from 
close reading, to computer screens, to driving conditions and theatre shows!  The 
lovely people at Jones & Co spent so much time with me, patiently showing me 
all the options, and advising me to try a Titanium frame with lightweight varifocal 
lenses.  Eureka!!  This was the end of my search.  I’m not a follower of fashions, 
but I was quietly delighted to find that complete strangers now stop me to ask 
me where I bought my glasses, because they are so elegant, minimalist and 
discretely stylish.  Visiting Jones & Co is like visiting old friends...there’s always 
a personal welcome and the offer of a cup of tea!!  Don’t even think about going 
anywhere else!

Howard Bamforth
2 reviews

 a year ago

H

Truly brilliant. Big brother made a recc and he is a man with taste so had to book 
and find out!  Frustrated with poor examinations and lack of accuracy so finding 
this superb service was an absolute relief as poorly prescribed lenses were 
creating problems. Also, finally had an honest opinion on what looked the best 
frame wise which is invaluable. Excited to be part of this community. Do not doubt, 
get yourself booked in. 

Michelle Ellams
6 reviews

 a year ago

M



Having recently moved to Manchester I chose Jones & Co based purely on online 
reviews.  I am glad I did!  I particularly enjoyed the process of choosing frames for 
my new glasses, not something you’d usually associate with fun, but I was shown 
a lovely selection of frames, received helpful advice & was not rushed or pressured 
into choosing.  I got my new glasses yesterday and am very happy with them.

Alison Melling
1 review

 a year ago

A

I am getting married at the end of the year. My fiancée thought it would be good 
if I could have new glasses for the day. As it is nearly 2 years since my last eye 
examination, I booked this. The examination was very thorough. I suffer from dry 
eyes and receive a prescription from my doctor. The optician advised me re the 
cause and how to help it. this has proved to be really good advice and hopefully I 
will be able to go without the prescription in due course.
I then went to chose my glasses. I explained what I liked and why. I was provided 
with a large selection which was soon whittled down. Finally one was agreed upon 
after some great advice from all the staff. The glasses were ready very quickly. My 
fiancée approved and in fact thinks the glasses are a great choice. Thank you all 
very much for all your kind help and advice

Nick Hancock
1 review

 a year ago

I have been a Jones and Co customer for a number of years and absolutely 
love the place. People are always asking me where I get my glasses from 
and I encourage them to give Jones and Co a try. The staff are all incredibly 
knowledgeable and help you find what you are after, or help you work out what 
it is you’re after, through the excellent styling consultations. It’s a completely 
different shopping experience to your average high street opticians and the 
service is next to none.

George Mathews
2 reviews

 2 years ago

L

I was beginning to think that “Customer Service” was a thing of the past until 
walking through the doors of Jones and Co. 
A first time visit for me and what a great experience. Wonderful staff that work 
together as a team and quite clearly love their job. Gareth looked after me, gave 
me his undivided attention and listened to what I had to say. No sales pressure 
and superb product knowledge.
I now have the most beautiful pair of glasses that fit perfectly and totally suit my 
face shape. The choice of frames are so individual and quite amazing. I am truly 
delighted and can’t say thank you enough.
My only one regret is not finding Jones and Co sooner.  !!!!!

Diane Lambert
1 review

 a year ago

D



A lovely experience...if only every purchase I made was as luxurious and supportive 
as selecting my new glasses! Thanks Gareth for helping me find a fab pair. I’m 
getting compliments already.

Kerrie Medlicott
3 reviews 

 a month ago

A fantastic experience from the moment I enquired right through to picking up my 
new glasses. They knew, from talking to me, the styles I might like and as such 
presented me with a selection, which were all fab! I’m really happy with my new 
glasses, they’re different to typical high street frames and that’s exactly what I 
wanted.

Andrew Walker
1 review

 7 months ago

A

Once again I received top class service and specs I really like!  With a complex 
prescription I need to know I’m in safe hands when selecting new glasses.  Conor 
and his team gave a thorough eye test & made the selection process for my 
sunglasses a fun and pleasant experience.  The coffee’s good too!

Geraldine Vesey
1 review

 8 months ago

G

The only opticians, in my experience, where you can get exactly what you want 
and don’t have to compromise. Great service.

Urselius Urgel
1 reviews

 4 months ago

Hands down the best experience I’ve ever had choosing glasses (and I’ve needed 
them for 2 decades now). Relaxing, great choice and advice and a friendly 
environment. So glad I decided to try somewhere different to the main UK chains.

Nick Shaw
2 reviews

 10 months ago

A

THE place to go if you want to feel very special. From the expert and creative 
advice all the way down to the lovely cups of tea (in china cups of course!) 
Customer service the way it should be done. Thanks to all the wonderful team for 
their endless patience and going the extra mile. Long may it continue!

Sue Edgerton
1 review

 11 months ago



Stephen Oster
3 review

 a year ago

S

Just want to start by saying i traveled all the way from Birmingham to Manchester 
on 3 occasions to choose the best two spectacles i have ever purchased ( and 
i have a few !! ) amazing range of frames, amazing service and an amazing 
approach to choosing spectacles. Dan and colleagues are very passionate about 
providing the best quality spectacles, something which i have been in search of 
for a while. Even my wife had to agree that the 150 mile round trip x 3 was worth 
it ! Is this the best Opticians in the UK ? in my opinion yes. and i will be back.... 
sorry dan you have to deal with me again !

Manny D
12 reviews · 1 photo

 2 years ago

M

Quite simply the best opticians in the North West. Hugely knowledgeable,  
friendly and patient. I’ve HATED glasses ever since I was a teenager, but as a 
result of the team at Jones & Co, the contact lenses have all but been ditched. 

The frames on offer are just stunning, and the lenses available are absolutely at 
the cutting edge of optical engineering .  I have lost count the number of times 
I’ve been complimented on how great my frames are and how well they suit me.  

I can’t recommend them highly enough.

Rainbow Red
1 review

 2 years ago

Absolutely fantastic service from a very professional team. I received the best 
eye test I’d ever had and was guided through choosing new glasses that fit 
me perfectly and look great on. The staff are extremely knowledgeable and 
professional giving great advice on what met my requirements.
I will only go to Jones and Co. for eyewear in future.

Stuart Sealey
1 review

 a year ago

S

Jones and Co are the best opticians in Manchester, simple as that. They travel the 
world in order to build up a really interesting range of specs, and then take real 
care in helping you chose the pair that fits you and your personality best. Can't 
recommend them enough.

CC Purle
3 review

 3 years ago

C
Great service. Very professional. I have (two!) fantastic frames. Worth every penny.



Fantastic service, wonderful range of spectacles but more importantly Conor 
knows his stuff! My husband’s eye problems were spotted early on and we have 
so much faith in Conor that our son now travels over from Sheffield to have his 
eyes tested. Many thanks to you all.

Lesley Youngman
1 review

 2 years ago

L

As a first time customer of Jones & Co I am very impressed with the first class 
professional service. I am delighted with my new specs. The Staff are really 
friendly, knowledgable and passionate about their frames!  Thank you Gareth 
and Catherine for your attention to detail, I will definitely be back.

Sam Bennet
1 review

 2 years ago

S

Always helpful, always professional, always friendly: the team at Jones and Co. 
make choosing a new pair of glasses a real pleasure. I’ve been going to them for 
years and wouldn’t consider going anywhere else.

John Reynolds
2 reviews

 2 years ago

J

I have been a client for many years now and without fail I receive superb service 
each time I go.   The staff have endless patience and take time to get to know 
you so that they can recommend the perfect pair of glasses.  Wouldn’t go 
anywhere else!!

Janet Jones
3 reviews

 2 years ago

J

Excellent products, from a great retailer. Very efficient and professional, nice 
work. Repeat customer.

Allistair Carmichael
1 reviews

 a year ago

Overall a great experience. Priya did an excellent job prescribing correct lenses 
and Kathryn selecting frames I feel very comfortable with. They are more 
expensive than the major popular chains but I think they’re worth the extra £ for 
the service, ease and satisfaction they provide.

Konrad Sowinski
11 reviews

 8 months ago

K



I have heard excellent reviews about Jones And Co., Styling Optcians, but what 
attracted my attention mostly, was the far away distance that some people were 
willing to travel as far as London, Birmingham.., so I decided this could be the 
dream Optician I was looking for!
And after the experience I had with Jones And Co., and all its staff especially 
the kind, nice, patient, helpful, professional and expert JESSY, I must confess, I 
am very glad with the result. All the comments I’ve had were positive and most 
importantly the beautiful, high quality FRAMES that Jessy recommended, make 
me feel good!! And I dare say make me feel younger!!
Actually, they are the best glasses I have ever worn!
Thank you to everyone especially to Mr CONOR HEANEY, the Top Optician who 
was very friendly and professional.
Excellent service & well done!
Jones And Co., make me happy and special.. I trust them and I would not go 
anywhere else.
Merci beaucoup Jessy pour votre patience et votre service.
Merci.
Lamia Triaa
Manchester

لوتبلا ءايمل
1 review

 a year ago

Really pleased with my new glasses :-) thanks for your help and guidance, it was 
much appreciated. Happy to recommend.

Mike Hampson
Local Guide ·115 reviews · 56 photos

 2 years ago

M

Top class opticians. The team are all clearly passionate about what they do and 
make you feel in very safe hands. With the added bonus that they are all so 
lovely!

Lucy Ormerod
1 review

 8 months ago

Very good service and good attention to detail all round. Very happy with my glasses :)

callum holland
2 reviews

 2 years ago

c

The best optician in town. Professional and welcoming. Glasses are high quality and 
service is superb. Thanks!

Qi Cao
1 review

 9 months ago

Q



Very knowledgable and helpful staff, excellent customer experience, a wide 
range of frames, good advice and perfect service.  I’ve been to Jones and Co for 
spectacles for over twenty years and I’ve never been disappointed.

Rob Campbell
1 review 

 a month ago

“Call us or email us to book an appointment. If you have specific questions we are here to help!”

call: 0161 834 7798 email hello@jonesand.co

Fed up with being offered  a single style for my prescription I took the plunge 
and Visited Jones & Co. I was delighted with the range of frames suitable for my 
prescription and appreciated the help and expertise of Gareth in helping me reach 
a decision ( and patience it took me two appointments to make a  final choice! )

Jaqui North
1 review

 a year ago

J

The most positive experience I have had at an optician.  Relaxed, good choice of 
frames, thorough eye test and a slight problem with one frame (picked up by the 
Jones team rather than me) was dealt with brilliantly.

George Dawson
3 reviews · 4 photos

 a year ago

G

I had the best retail experience from the excellent team at Jones and Co. Styling 
Opticians. I tried on many wonderful pairs of glasses before settling on the first 
one, so they know what they are doing. Special thanks to Gareth who conducted 
a very engaging and personalised consultation.

Kok Lin Tang
1 review

 a year ago

K

I was really impressed with their professionalism. 

I had whole new level of experience when deciding which glasses to go for. I was 
very well assessed and I will definitely go there to get my next glasses!

Many thanks!!

Tonio
1 review

 7 months ago

T


